PRINTED WATER-ACTIVATED TAPES
1 Color Print
Color 1: STD Black
Font: Arial - Regular
Company name, phone number, bar code, and other details available.

2 Color Print
Color 1: STD Dark Blue
Color 2: STD Black
Custom logos, graphics, and multicolored prints will make your brand stand out.

3 Color Print
Color 1: STD White
Color 2: STD Black
Color 3: Custom Blue PMS287U
Custom colors are available to personalize your tape.
Floodcoat
(half varnish/half plain)
Color 1: STD Black
Top half shown with varnish and bottom half shown without. Varnish coating is available to ensure a high quality print.

Reverse Print
Color 1: STD Black
Reverse printing shown here with a seam. Seamless reverse prints are available. Please inquire for specific tooling charges.

Reverse Print 2
Color 1: STD Black
Color 2: STD Light Blue
Premium multicolored printing used by the top retailers available.
Colors appear as they approximately would once printed.

STD COLORS AVAILABLE

- BLACK
- GRAY GCM1970
- BROWN PMS4695U
- DARK BLUE PMS288U
- BRIGHT BLUE PMS286U
- LIGHT BLUE PMS3005U
- DARK GREEN PMS356U
- BRIGHT GREEN PMS355U
- MAROON PMS207U
- RED PMS186U
- ORANGE PMS151U
- YELLOW PMS108U
- WHITE